PORTCHESTER®
ALUMINIUM SECURITY

SHUTTERS

STYLISH LOOKS
UNDER LOCK AND KEY
It’s no secret that plantation shutters offer an elegant finish to any interior.
And now, with the Portchester® range from S:CRAFT, shutters provide you
with the added benefit of security.
Crafted from architectural grade aluminium, Portchester shutters have all
the style and functionality of our existing plantation shutter range, with the
additional advantage of intruder resistance. Look closely and you’ll notice
one more important difference – a lock and key!

SECURE YOUR HOME WITHOUT
SACRIFICING STYLE
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REASONS TO CHOOSE

S:CRAFT
PORTCHESTER
SHUTTERS
The robust aluminium Portchester® range offers the
perfect solution for homes, shop fronts, industrial
units and commercial spaces where security may be a
concern. These functional shutters offer an additional
layer of protection against intruders.

Peace of mind
Security
with style

For rooms or buildings that may have
already experienced a break-in, Portchester
shutters offer a stylish yet practical solution
to put your mind at ease.

Portchester aluminium
shutters provide peace
of mind without any
compromise on style.

Indoor
and outdoor solution
The flexibility to use these shutters both indoors or
outdoors provides endless security options.

Quality
and choice
CE quality certified, every shutter is custom crafted with
great attention to detail throughout the manufacturing
process, ensuring the highest quality standards. Colour
choices include satin white, light grey and charcoal, or a
custom option if you are looking for a specific shade.

Secure
plantation shutters
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Once locked, the louvres can still be operated but the
shutter panels can’t be opened. If you want to keep your
windows open at night, you can rest soundly knowing that
your possessions and loved ones are safe.

Architectural
grade aluminium
High quality metal gives excellent corrosion
resistance and workability. This commercially
pure aluminium is renowned for its superior
strength.
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WHICH
SHUTTER
STYLE?
The S:CRAFT Portchester® range provides the
perfect balance between security and elegance.
Operating just like our other ranges, these shutters
are available in our most popular styles.

FULL HEIGHT

CAFE STYLE

TIER-ON-TIER

TIER-ON-TIER

SOLID PANEL

Tamper-proof
locking system

Simple and elegant, full height is
our most popular style, giving a real
sense of scale and creating clean
lines from top to bottom.
FRENCH DOORS

SOLID PANEL

CONSERVATORY

ROOM DIVIDER

SKYLIGHT

SPECIAL SHAPE

TRACK SHUTTERS

BAY WINDOW

By operating the top and bottom panels
independently, you have ultimate control over
the light, the view and your privacy.

FRENCH DOORS

CONSERVATORY

SKYLIGHT

ROOM DIVIDER

FULL HEIGHT

TRACK SHUTTERS

BAY WINDOW

Full height

The versatility of this product provides a host of
practical benefits that makes them perfect for a
variety of uses throughout the home.

Tier-on-tier

CAFE STYLE

FULL HEIGHT

SPECIAL SHAPE

Patented Italian strip proof lock, offering a high degree
of resistance to both forced entry and surreptitious
entry from the outside.

Delivering safety and style in equal
measures. Portchester offers an
additional layer of window protection if
you want to enhance security, but don’t
wish to compromise on elegance.

Built-in durability

Versatile by design

Incredibly secure top and bottom guide system
preventing the panels being lifted out of the channels.
Extremely strong assembly ensures maximum security
and long-term structural integrity of the panels.

A silent tilt mechanism allows the louvres to be
operated by hand, creating a sleek and modern
design with elegant contours and clean doors.

SOLID

Tracks

CAFE STYLE

SOLID

THE ULTIMATE
IN SECURITY
AND STYLE

TIER-ON-TIER

SOLID PANEL

TRACK SHUTTERS

BAY WINDOW

The stability of a track enables you to create
stunning finishes on larger windows and openings,
combining multiple panels in one smooth motion.
Choose between bi-fold or by-pass.

Complete privacy
and light control
The 89mm louvres allow natural light in, but
keep unwelcome attention out.
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FRENCH DOORS

CONSERVATORY

ROOM DIVIDER

SKYLIGHT

SPECIAL SHAPE

SOLID

Your nearest stockist of the S:CRAFT Portchester® range is:

www.s-craft.co.uk
S:CRAFT is a registered trademark and trading
name of Shuttercraft Ltd.

